Fears of Men from Strong Women in Society

Although Women Genus are kind of Glass, but, are Stronger than Before.

The country with more than 99% Muslim, that the majority of the population are Muslim, but in most societal norms such as social behavior, business activities, political issues, and many other things, people act upon and following masculinities form.

People have never separated themselves from the traditions chain both aware and unaware. Even most of those people who live outside this border are not far from that tradition. Particularly patriarchy procedure influence has more authority and power that women are obeying from it too.

In reality, women have their natural essence power, to say that everyone in the world has internal and silent power to their inside. If we look carefully humans are not birth with power in the world/come in the world with power. But the storm full of anger and violence against women make them more strength to combat and struggle with existing injustices.

Not only women but also men must face the hardships of life, as a human being, they have to act tirelessly stronger than ever.

There are some people who are very easily capitulate and bend their heads to injustice. Still, there are some women in society whom they strongly and wiser used to break taboos and resistance for themselves. Therefore, always men are afraid and fear of strong women, also they have been thinking about beating and persuade of them. They (men) assume and concern that women would not have the power and authority, that men should obey from them (women) and lose their existing facilities. But they are unaware of that, how women are sympathetic, compassion and honesty in their life. In another way, as many women as getting power the same they get more adorned and would be more good kind they want to be inspired to others. Actually women always deeply located inside of the cruelty, oppression, and brutal violence. Thus they have used to struggling to break open the door to get rid of injustice.

Even though men know that women are better responsible and honest in their duties. Therefore I would like to define and describe women like that! Strong women have high self-confidence and they know better, that how to turn the life around in peace, comfort, progress, and development. At the end and result, always choosing the right path. Strong women understand better about their value as a woman in the world. Because they are unique and reliant to their-selves. The very most importantly, they act awarely and consciously, because they have never care about comparing themselves with others.

Strong women are always standing against pain and suffering like steel and mountain-like, this endurance is not mean a sign of weakness, but it’s their strong and high self-confident esteem and great self-confidence. The actual and real example, during these last recent years through free computation a young lady became a success and got the position of the municipality in a province and she had fought and combat with brave and excellent men. The society where all the laws and
processes of people's lives are affected by the condition of male power and competence. Wise and scholar women, passing through fiery of the poison with their subtlety and intelligence.

The current great harsh challenge and existing social norm and problem that women suffering from. Strong women are serious and eventually strive to reach the highest peak. This is why a limited number of women strive to have a special position in society. Which related to the education and economic level of their society, which still most of the women are not have the right to have personal education. As, these women try to become empowered, which would be affected to illiterate women as well. If we could compare the past 20 years of the situation of women inside of their family, we can find very visible change take place in women's life. For example in the past women were not allowed to buy clothes as their personal choice, that time often women were beaten by their husbands in very small things, and many other family problems.

However, women with their patience and tolerance have become brave and strong fighters, and have learned from their past mistakes and moving stronger than ever before and not allowing life challenges overcome to them. Today, women take great strides in their lives and have never go back.

Strong women are not afraid of emotions, despite that they knowing that women are severely vulnerable and frequently hurt and scandal, but they are not stopping and keep continue to their combat. To make it clearer that the news about abuse of women in the citadel, the abuse of women in security and military institutions, and access of women in parliament in government and non-governmental officials, with these useless word, women are not going to back, thus women have knocked the government and political door and try a lot to involve and have equal political activities and social activities. Thus women have show and make clear that without women's participation, not any program would be viable and acceptable in society.

Another fact is that women never desire power unless they pay serious attention to respect and equality. Sometimes, if some people used to disrespect their views and opinions, firstly women do not value on them. Eventually, at the second step, they will try to get their word in seats, especially as women make up half of the society and as always they are ready to challenge with inequality in the society until they get their right.

Strong women have sympathy heart and have never view of vengeful. Lack of women malicious and vengeance and having human friendship and being of their honesty show a certain beauty in their psyche and give them more gentleness. Women always want to have justice and peace.

The great honesty of strong women is that they never deny the truth, as it is to everyone that women are have not committed violations of the law and that their hands are not contaminated with blood and corruption. Rather, they accomplish their duties as effectively and responsibly as possible. Honesty is the best policy for women. For this reason, women prefer to say truth stand straight toward powerful men, by telling the truth they show the fact as a light of their lives. However, if the government of men without any excuse should opens the door for women to test their abilities in various fields, that time we will have a good result.
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